Enabling Next Generation Access
Networks for FttX Operators
Streamlined service delivery from Flomatik Network Services
with Netadmin Nine OSS
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Grow rapidly without the risk
The power of experience and technology
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Scaling up as a fibre or hybrid fibre and wireless alternative network
provider, then delivering services to many thousands of subscribers,
is a huge opportunity – but one that comes with complexity.
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From designing and deploying a fibre network to managing ongoing
performance and provisioning services, achieving a smooth, seamless
implementation takes specialist experience, resources and systems.
Whatever scale the task, we help operators create networks that
grow efficiently, reducing the risk of costly mistakes. All without the
expense it might take to develop in-house systems or employ scarce
specialist expertise – and with the scalability that comes with our
well-established, Finnish parent company, Teleste.
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A powerful partnership
Tailored to operator challenges
Collaborating with leading OSS specialists Netadmin, Flomatik
Network Services gives service providers access to comprehensive
experience in one place. Combining Flomatik’s own network
architecture, planning and rollout expertise with Netadmin’s proven
network management system, Netadmin Nine, is the most effective
way to assure investments, rapidly reach scale, and enter the next
stage of growth.
With a proven track-record supporting major UK Altnets like
CityFibre Holdings, TalkTalk and Infraco, as well as smaller service
providers like WightFibre, we know what it takes to bring the latest
generation of fibre network to the UK.

An integrated approach
Efficient operations from the outset
Flomatik Network Services and Netadmin come with distinct-yetcomplementary areas of expertise, but what they have in common
is an understanding of the challenges faced by providers – and how
automation can help.
At the planning, design and rollout stage, Flomatik’s innovative
toolchain delivers the most informed, cost-effective build compared to
traditional network planning, with rule-based algorithms that remove
the risk of human error. As a result, network design is faster and more
efficient.
By integrating this rich information with Netadmin Nine and its
advanced automation, operators can more effectively deliver services.
Automatic provisioning and service fulfilment allow operators to scale
while minimising the need for increased manpower, keeping service
levels high and accelerating the ‘order to cash’ process.
Crucially, Netadmin Nine can be integrated with multiple vendors,
multiple network technologies, and third-party CRM or billing and
management systems.
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A fast, seamless service launch
Key services in as little as 6-8 weeks
As networks grow and services get more complex, processes tend to slow down, impacting everything from service
levels to costs. Highly flexible and fully-automated, Netadmin Nine can dramatically accelerate service management,
provisioning and fulfilment.
Netadmin’s flexible Quicklaunch implementation is a structured, standardised way to get up-and-running immediately –
then configure and tailor service elements over time.

Ongoing service fulfilment and assurance
Supported by an industry-leading platform
Netadmin Nine helps service providers of all sizes deliver the best possible customer experience. Over 60% of the
Swedish market and 2,050,000 subscribers benefit from its capabilities, including the country’s largest service provider,
Telia. Netadmin is also well established in the UK, supporting Open Fibre Networks Ltd, Jersey Telecom and Gigaclear.
When customers activate services through a web portal, Netadmin Nine provisioning manages the entire process,
enabling faster and more accurate fulfilment requests.
At the same time, ongoing monitoring and ticket management allows operators to support increasing volumes of
customers, identify network failures sooner, and maintain the highest service standards.
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About Flomatik Network Services
A recognised leader in network services, Flomatik offers both the scale of a large, well-established
company and a highly collaborative, customer-focused approach.
Projects combine the wisdom of a team that has been involved in network planning for more than a
decade with the certainty, assurance and efficiency of the latest automation technologies.
Flomatik produces over 500,000 homes of FttX and over 1 million metres of trunk and backhaul design
per-year. This practical, hands-on expertise is also used to help CSPs in determining their own FttX
strategy, from cost modelling to full implementation management.
Enable subscriber growth and streamline service delivery.
Contact us at www.flomatik.co.uk
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